Directions: Answer the following questions and analyze the three pictures using the information provided.

1. What subjects do the paintings have in common? What is the insignificance of these commonalities?
2. Why is Mr. Rochester so interested in Jane’s paintings?
3. What does Mr. Rochester think he now knows about Jane?

Picture 1:
- Analyze the following Bible verses: Leviticus 11:17 & Isaiah 34:11
- What is a cormorant? What does it symbolize?
- Which scene does this picture correlate to? Explain your argument.

Picture 2:
- Research Latmos. What is it? What is the significance?
- Mr. Rochester names the locations as Latmos. What is the significance of this?
- Which scene does this picture correlate to? Explain your argument.

Picture 3:
- Analyze the following Bible verse: Job 24:14-15
- What is the significance of the disembodied head?
- Which scene does this picture correlate to? Explain your argument.